Wake Forest University's 12-hour dance marathon benefiting the Brian Piccolo Cancer Research Fund. The 16th annual event will take place in a hybrid manner during the week of March 15-20, 2021.

Wake ‘N Shake is Wake Forest University's largest student run organization!

15,335
People engaged with Wake ‘N Shake 2020’s social media content during the event

3,300
People viewed Wake ‘N Shake 2020 virtual closing ceremony

1,500
Dancers participated in Wake ‘N Shake 2019 in-person event

Let us promote your brand and together fight for a cure.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sponsorship Level</th>
<th>Benefits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| $10,000 Miracle Sponsor | - Personal network dinner with 40+ student leaders
- Speaking opportunity at event
- Cancer center tour**
- Table at the event
- Dedicated hour of sponsorship
- Logo on the WNS dancer t-shirt
- Spotlight on WNS social media
- Feature on WNS website
- Certificate of recognition |
| $5,000 Gold Sponsor | - Speaking opportunity at event*
- Table at the event
- Dedicated hour of sponsorship during the event
- Logo on the WNS dancer t-shirt
- Spotlight on WNS social media
- Feature on WNS website
- Certificate of recognition |
| $2,500 Silver Sponsor | - Table at the event
- Dedicated hour of sponsorship
- Logo on the WNS dancer t-shirt
- Spotlight on WNS social media
- Feature on WNS website
- Certificate of recognition |
| $1,000 Bronze Sponsor | - Spotlight on WNS social media
- Feature on WNS website
- Certificate of recognition |

* Video recording if necessary
** If circumstances allow